
ST. ANDREWS - NUWARA ELIYA
52 ROOMS 

  
 

Take a trip back in time to St. Andrew's Hotel, Nuwara Eliya and find yourself surrounded by all the old 
world charm and quaint details of a Tudor mansion in the hills. Perched high above sea level amidst mist 
shrouded mountain peaks in Sri Lanka's cool tea country, this colonial residence is over a hundred years old 
and still retains the pace and style of life f

alongside the more traditional delights of plush antique 4
selection of timeless culinary creations from our show kitchens. And as for the outdoors, 
golf in a stunning location or simply lie back and enjoy the view.

  

HOTEL FACILITIES 

• Bath Shower H/C Water Private Balcony Laundry services safe deposit room services IDD facilities 
Table Tennis 
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Take a trip back in time to St. Andrew's Hotel, Nuwara Eliya and find yourself surrounded by all the old 
d charm and quaint details of a Tudor mansion in the hills. Perched high above sea level amidst mist 

shrouded mountain peaks in Sri Lanka's cool tea country, this colonial residence is over a hundred years old 
and still retains the pace and style of life from that era. Enjoy the comforts of every modern convenience 

alongside the more traditional delights of plush antique 4-poster beds and open wood fires, and sample a 
selection of timeless culinary creations from our show kitchens. And as for the outdoors, 
golf in a stunning location or simply lie back and enjoy the view. 
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Take a trip back in time to St. Andrew's Hotel, Nuwara Eliya and find yourself surrounded by all the old 
d charm and quaint details of a Tudor mansion in the hills. Perched high above sea level amidst mist 

shrouded mountain peaks in Sri Lanka's cool tea country, this colonial residence is over a hundred years old 
rom that era. Enjoy the comforts of every modern convenience 

poster beds and open wood fires, and sample a 
selection of timeless culinary creations from our show kitchens. And as for the outdoors, try a slow round of 

Bath Shower H/C Water Private Balcony Laundry services safe deposit room services IDD facilities 


